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editorial

1953
By John E. Remich

This issue marks the end of the third year of BULLETIN
publication. As in previous years we find ourselves looking back
upon another series of remarkable advances in the electronics
industry. Many new devices, some of which have been in development since 1946, have appeared in field service, and they markedly add to an already complex technology.
No discussion- would be complete without mentioning transistors, which are now found in widespread production. Most
common electronics catalogs now list at least three manufacturers
representing about nine models. Components manufacturers' lines
also reflect the transistor age in terms of complementary items
such as microminiature transformers, capacitors, resistors, and
batteries. A major contribution to the transistor art, in the form
of the Surface-Barrier transistor, was announced by Philco
Corporation early in December. This new transistor operates on
remarkably low power, and has an outstanding gain-bandwidth
factor. Most important, the new fabrication process is subject to
unheard of precision in transistor manufacture.
Probably one of the most interesting developments to be
announced was Project Tinker Toy, an operating automatic
manufacturing device produced for the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics and based on National Bureau of Standards developments. According to announcements, several items have been
designed for automatic production, including adrone radio control receiver, a radio altimeter, and the electronic portion of a
sonobuoy. Mass production was actually carried out on the
sonobuoys. It may be that we are entering anew era—the era of
automatic production.
In terms of the immediate future, Color TV was probably the
biggest item of the year. A great deal of effort has been directed
toward getting Color TV into use, and the close of the year finds
most of the obstacles overcome. Standards were agreed upon and
production should be under way in a relatively short time.
1953 has been an outstanding year in electronics, but recent
revelopments indicate that we are just gettitig started.
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THE PHILCO METHOD OF SURVEYING
MICROWAVE SYSTEMS BY MEANS OF
THE PRECISION SURVEYING
ALTIMETER
The latest method for accurately surveying a microwave radio relay path.
(Editor's Note: The following procedures represent a supplement to the "Philco Handbook of Microwave Systems Planning," Section 3-D, "Detailed Description of the Final Field
Survey." The material published in this article is based in part
upon data submitted by the American Paulin System, 1524
South Flower Street, Los Angeles 15, California.)

THE

ART of microwave-system surveying has progressed to the point where
optical and line-of-sight methods of
checking grazing points are no longer
completely satisfactory. It is not to be
inferred that optical methods are necessarily rendered obsolete, but rather that
they are limited in dependability and
expediency to short hops and to situations where topographical features provide considerable terrain clearance. The
altimeter method is currently being employed for microwave surveying, and it
has proved to be economical, reliable,
and expedient when carried out by properly qualified personnel.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF METHODS
USED
The altimeter method of microwavesystem surveying revolves around the
effective use of a precision surveying
altimeter of the barometric-leveling
type.* (See figure 1.) Barometric leveling, the method of determining altitude
by measuring differences in air pressure,
is based on the fact that air pressure
varies inversely with altitude. The altimeter is carried to selected points along
the terrain to be traversed by the micro-

wave beam, to determine the elevations
of these points above sea level. These
elevation data are used to plot aprofile
of the terrain on an earth-curvature
chart. (See figure 2.) Then, the required
tower heights are established directly on
the chart, by graphical methods.
Since barometric leveling is dependent on the measurement of air pressure,
conditions other than changes in elevation that affect the density of air introduce errors for which corrections must
be applied. One such condition is the
temperature of the air—the density of
air varies inversely with its absolute
temperature. Therefore, when the air
temperature differs from that for which
the altimeter is calibrated, atemperature
correction must be applied. (See figure
3.)
"' The precision surveying altimeter is not to
be confused with an ordinary aneroid altimeter. Friction and lag are practically eliminated in the precision instrument, by using
a "zero-gauging" type of mechanism. The
precision instrument measures altitude indirectly, by gauging the force necessary to
balance its corrugated disks, while in the
ordinary aneroid type a pointer is moved
directly across a scale, by mechanical linkage to the disks. Careful use of the precision
altimeter will yield elevation data with a
probable error on the order of 5feet.
3

ALTIMETER IN
CARRYING CASE
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STRAP

THERMOMETER

Figure 1.
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Precision Surveying Altimeter, with Accessories

Another condition which affects the
density of air is the variation in barometric pressure caused by a change in
local weather conditions, such as the
approach of astorm. It is impracticable
to attempt barometric leveling when
thunderstorms are occurring or when
whirlwinds are forming in the locality.
However, the variations in pressure
caused by the relatively slow movement
of major storms (high- and low-pressure
centers) and the normal pressure variation due to the sun can be ascertained
and a barometric correction applied.
Either of two basic techniques, which
4
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are to be described, may be employed in
the altimeter survey. The choice of technique depends upon the density of
distribution of vertical control levels
(bench marks) in the vicinity of the
microwave path. If there are one or
more bench marks located near each
ile segment of path, the first procedure is used. If there are few or no
bench marks located near the microwave path, the second procedure is used.
The first procedure requires one man
and one altimeter, while the second procedure requires two men and two altimeters.
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SURVEY TECHNIQUE FOR DENSELY
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL LEVELS
This technique may be employed only
when one or more bench marks are
located near each 5-mile segment of
microwave path.
Equipment Required
1. One Precision Surveying Altimeter,

POCKET

American Paulin System, Micro Series,
complete with thermometer, magnifier,
and field book. (See figure 1.)
2. One wrist or pocket, chronometer,
one 100-foot steel tape, one pair of field
glasses, and one pocket transit combining the features of a sighting compass,
hand level, and clinometer. (Sce figure
4.)

TRANSIT

POCKET
CHRONOMETER

FIELD GLASSES

Figure 4.

Additional Equipment for the Survey
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3. Topographic map data of area to
be surveyed, such as U.S.G.S.* quadrangle maps (see figure 5), U.S. Engineers and Air Force maps published by
the Army Map Service (see figure 6),
U.S.C.&G.S.f control-level-line listings
and index maps, CAA Sectional Aeronautical Charts (see figure 7), county
general highway maps, U.S. Forestry
Service maps, up-to-date road maps, and
pertinent strip and profile maps when
available from such customers as railroad, oil, and power companies. In the
accomplishment of foreign surveys,
equivalent map coverage should be obtained whenever possible.
Personnel Required
One man, adequately trained and experienced in altimeter surveying, and
equipped with means for expedient
movement along the microwave path, is
required, and suitable assistance must
be available when needed.
Planning the Survey Itinerary
In order to ensure a high order of
accuracy and reliability of elevation
data, the various readings must be taken
over the shortest possible period of
time. Therefore, it is necessary to make
the proper preparations prior to starting
the actual reading of elevations, to eliminate lost time during the actual run.
These preparations are made by utilizing the topographic-map data described
under Equipment Required. (See figures
5, 6, qnd 7.) In cases where difficulties
are anticipated on the actual run, it is
advisable to make a preliminary run
over the area. On this run, valuable information is obtained concerning the
best routes to follow on the actual run,
and an acquaintance is made with
bench-mark locations and pertinent
landmarks.
°United States Geological Survey.
tUnited States Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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L Making use of the topographic
maps (see figures 5, 6, and 7), a rectangle is laid out which encloses the
area for 1/4 mile on each side of the
microwave path for the proposed hop.
This long, narrow rectangle is divided
into aseries of segments, by lines drawn
perpendicular to the path at intervals of
approximately 5 miles, as shown in figure 8. The area encloséd in the large
rectangle is surveyed, to determine the
positions and elevations of the terrain
and obstructions of highest elevations
along the path.
2. A circle of 1
4 -mile radius is laid
/
out on the maps, using each proposed
tower site as acenter, as shown in figure 9. The areas enclosed by these two
circles are surveyed, to determine the
positions and elevations of all practicable tower sites. The reason for this
procedure is that it may be necessary
to select an actual tower site at some
location other than that of the proposed
site, in order to circumvent adverse
propagation effects resulting from such
conditions as obstructions on the microwave path or multipath interference
from reflecting surfaces. Movement of
the tower to asite of different elevation
will naturally result in a change of
tower-height requirement.
3. All bench marks that exist near and
within the areas enclosed by the 5-mile
segments of the large rectangle and the
two tower-site circles laid out on the
maps are located, as shown in figure 10.
There must be at least one bench mark
near or within each 5-mile segment, to
ensure reliability of the data obtained
by using this single-instrument procedure. These bench marks are used as
control points, to establish the variation
in barometric pressure with time in the
area, so that accurate corrections may
be applied to the altimeter readings. In
the event that all of the bench marks
were not determined by the same surveying agency (such as U.S.C.&G.S.),

the applicable control-level listings must
be consulted to determined whether
there are any discrepancies among the
reference levels utilized to set the benchmark elevations. All bench marks are
then referenced to the same level, and
the resultant values are used in the
survey.

G 164—At Holmesville, Brown
County, on the Webster &Southern
Railroad, at the Carlton Electric
Co. power dam, 40 feet north of
power building, 40 feet south of a
highway bridge, in aconcrete walk
on the east side of the dam, and 15
feet west of the center line of the
track. A standard disk, stamped
"G 164 1934."

Following are three examples of descriptions of bench-mark locations in a
control-level listing:
mem, Ism's+
.rmenorrrr as no, orroctos
arotenuus.11.1TVITy

Chiseled Cross—About 1.6 miles
south along the Webster &Southern

PRIM. 07 CW,,.. ,,JA1.11.•
Yreadlortca•vny
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Figure 5.
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Typical U.S. Engineers and Mr Force Map

Figure 7.

Typical CAA Sectional Aeronautical Chart
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Figure 10.

Method of Dividing the Microwave Path into Segments

Method of Laying Out the Proposed Tower Site Areas

Method of Locating the Bench-Marks in Proximity to the Microwave Path

Railroad from the Carlton Electric
Co. power dam at Holmesville,
Brown County, at the north end of
bridge 105.70 over Mud Creek, between the rails, and on the center
of a steel cross beam. A chiseled
cross.
Holmesville, top of east rail opposite the Webster &Southern Railroad ticket office.
Following are three examples of the
tabulation of bench-mark elevations in
acontrol-level listing:
12

BM .

Adjusted Elevation
feet
meters

G 164

372.585

1222.389

Chiseled Cross

373.457

1225.250

Holmesville, E. Rail

1221.1

4. Making use of the topographic map
data, a preliminary route and schedule
are planned by estimating times of arrival at the various places where readings are to be taken, based upon satisfying the following conditions:
a. Each 5-mile segment of the path
is explored as a separate area, within

which elevation readings are taken as
rapidly as possible. The route is planned
so that a reading is taken at a bench
mark (also called a control point) at
least every 45 minutes. This frequency
of control-point readings is necessary in
order that the fluctuations of barometric
pressure in the locality during the time
the various elevation readings are taken
may be accurately determined. If only
one bench mark is located near agiven
segment, it is necessary to return to this
mark each time acontrol-point reading
is needed. If more than one bench mark
is located near a given path segment, a
reading at the nearest bench mark will
suffice each time acontrol-point reading
is needed. For the purpose of establishing the route for each segment, the 1/
2mile circular area at each tower site is
considered as a part of the adjacent
segment.
b. Although the survey may be started
at a bench mark near any convenient
path segment, it is usually simpler to
begin at the bench mark closest to one
of the tower sites. The first and last of
the series of readings taken for agiven
path segment, or tower-site area and
adjacent segment combined, are taken
at abench mark. Readings are taken at
all practicable alternate tower sites within 1/4 mile of each proposed tower site.
It is particularly important to determine
the elevations of the lowest possible
tower positions within each tower-site
area.
c. Readings are normally taken at
-mile intervals along the microwave
path. These intervals may be increased
to 1mile or more if the terrain is relatively flat, but must be reduced to 1/
4
mile or less when steep slopes are traversed. Time must be allowed for additional readings in towns and in heavily
wooded areas, because it is more difficult to determine the points of highest
elevation when the view of surrounding
terrain is limited. Also, additional time
is needed for determining obstruction
2
/
1

heights. Each reading will usually require about 3 minutes. The time required to travel the distance between
points where readings are taken will depend on the accessibility of roads and
their condition, and on the type of terrain that must be traversed afoot. The
taking of elevatión readings, including
a control-point reading every 45 minutes, is continued until the survey of a
given path segment is complete. The
procedure is repeated for each path segment, until the opposite tower site is
reached. The survey itinerary is planned
so that stops for lunch and at the end
of the work day are made between surveys of individual path segments. This
practice prevents excessive error due to
failure to maintain the proper frequency
of control-point readings.
Taking the Elevation Readings
1. Although the altimeter is temperature-compensated, it is necessary to allow sufficient time for the instrument to
become uniformly heated or cooled to
the outdoor air temperature before readings are taken. At least 1hour must be
allowed for the instrument temperature
to equalize after it is taken through a
marked temperature change, such as
from aheated building or vehicle to outdoor air at low temperature. If possible,
it is advisable to store the instrument
in an unheated building or vehicle during the night preceding the day of use.
This practice minimizes lost time on the
following day. When in use, the altimeter must be shaded from the direct
rays of strong sunlight, to prevent heating of parts to temperatures above that
of the outdoor air.
2. When taking the first reading for
each 5-mile segment, the altimeter is
positioned on the bench mark and
leveled by tilting until the level indicator bubble is centered. The instrument
is then balanced by rotating the pointer
knob until the balance indicator, its
13

image in the mirror, and the balance
mark are exactly in line. The magnifier
aids in making this adjustment. The altimeter is calibrated by holding the
pointer knob stationary at the balance
point and adjusting the reset control to
indicate the same altitude as that of the
bench mark. The magnifier is used to
recheck the instrument balance and to
note the reading of the pointer on the
scale; this reading is then recorded. It
is not necessary that the reading of the
altimeter agree exactly with the elevation of the bench mark, since a correction will automatically be applied later
to eliminate the error. Finally, the time
of day and the air temperature are recorded. When taking subsequent readings for each 5-mile segment, the technique used is the same except that the
instrument calibration is not changed;
that is, the reset control is not disturbed.
A sample record of readings is shown
in figure 11.
3. By the use of the techniques described in the paragraph above, the survey itinerary is followed and readings
are taken at the proper points. Deviations from the survey itinerary are made
as warranted by conditions encountered
on the actual run. The proper point to
take an elevation reading within each
path element (1/4 to 1-mile segment) is
on the terrain of highest elevation. The
pocket transit is used as a hand level to
determine this point by sighting about
the path element area.

tions are recorded, so that their locations may be pinpointed on the maps.
This is important because in some cases
it may be more practicable to relocate
a tower so that the microwave path bypasses an obstruction, rather than to
increase the tower height to provide
vertical clearance.
5. As the microwave path is surveyed,
the surrounding countryside is subjected
to close examination with the field
glasses. The presence of any objects
which may adversely affect propagation
on the path are noted. A complete description of the location and nature of
these objects is recorded. Examples of
such objects are: any smooth surface of
large area, such as a body of water,
wide highway, or large building wall or
roof, oriented in such a way that multipath interference may be caused by reflection; any radio broadcast or radar
transmitter antenna operating in the
vicinity of a tower site; and airports
located near the microwave path.
Correcting the Elevation Readings

The pressure exerted by a column of
air is dependent upon the temperature
of the air, since the density of air varies
inversely with its absolute temperature.
The American Paulin System altimeter
is calibrated to indicate true differences
in altitude for an air temperature of
+50° F. Therefore, an adjustment must
be made in the elevation readings when
the average air temperature for two suc4. Where objects extend above the tercessive readings differs from +50° F.
rain of highest elevation in a path eleThe density of a true gas is inversely
ment, the heights of the objects ai3
proportional
to its temperature on the
determined by vertical triangulation,
absolute scale. Since the altimeter is
using the pocket transit as aclinometer
calibrated for 50° F., which is 510°
in conjunction with the 100-foot steel
above absolute zero, the pressure varies
tape. The locations of these objects relaby
1/510, or 0.196 percent, for each
tive to the microwave path are deterdegree of temperature change. Since air
mined by horizontal triangulation to
is not atrue gas, the pressure change is
nearby landmarks which appear on the
maps, using the pocket transit as a actually 0.204 percent per degree variation from +50° F. When the mean air
sighting compass. The elevations of the
temperature exceeds +50° F., the altitops of the objects and their plan posi14
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meter indicates a difference in elevation
between two points which is less than
the actual difference in elevation. Conversely, a mean air temperature of less
than +50° F., will cause the altimeter
to indicate an elevation difference which
is greater than the actual difference.

each figure in column XI in figure 12
to the corresponding elevation reading
(column IV) in figure 11.

The differences in elevation readings
(column VII) are obtained by subtracting any given reading from the following reading. The difference in readings
is positive when ascending, and negative when descending. The appropriate
polarity sign is prefixed to each difference-in-readings value tabulated in the
chart, as shown in figure 12.

Errors due to variations in barometric
pressure are readily corrected by using
the data obtained at the control points
(bench-mark readings). The barometric
correction, CB (column XIII of figure
12), is computed by subtracting the adjusted reading (column XII) from the
actual elevation as obtained from the
control-level listings, and is tabulated in
column XIV for each bench-mark location. The barometric-correction figures
thus obtained are plotted against their
corresponding times of reading on linear
graph paper, as shown in figure 13, and
a smooth curve is drawn connecting
these control points. The correction for
each intermediate elevation reading is
then determined by reading the value of
CH on the curve for the time corresponding to the reading, and the correction
is tabulated in column XIII (figure 12).
Finally, the actual elevations (column

In addition to temperature changes,
variations in barometric pressure in a
locality during the time that elevation
readings are being taken introduce an
error
for which a correction must be
The adjustment for temperature is
applied.
A pressure change of 1/100th
calculated and made on asuitable chart,
of an inch of mercury changes the altias shown in figure 12. The computameter rating by about 10 feet. These
tions shown in figure 12 are based on
variations in pressure are caused by the
the data listed in figure 11. The easiest
movement of high- and low-pressure
way to compute percent adjustment is
centers, local storms and atmospheric
by means of the formula:
disturbances, and the effect of sunshine
% adjustment = (T 1 + T2 - 100) 0.102
on the atmosphere. The normal pressure
where T1 is the air temperature at a
variation due to the sun amounts to
given reading in °F., and T2 is the air
about 1/10th of an inch of mercury
temperature at the following reading in
(equivalent to a 100-foot difference in
°F. The sum of the temperatures, T, +
elevation) in latitude 30'. This normal
T,, is tabulated in column VIII. Notice
daily variation ;s known as the "diurnal
that the percent adjustment (column IX)
range." There is ahigh barometric presis positive when T1 + T, exceeds
sure about 3 hours after sunrise and a
100° F., and negative when T1 + T, is
low pressure about 6 hours later, a secless than 100° F. The appropriate poondary high during the night, and a
larity sign is prefixed to each percentsecondary low about sunrise. The diadjustment value tabulated in the chart,
urnal variation is more pronounced in
as shown in figure 12.
the tropics than in high latitudes.

The actual temperature adjustment in
feet (column X) is obtained by algebraic mutiplication of the percent adjustment by the difference in readings
(observing polarity signs). A running
total is tabulated in column XI, by algebraic addition of each figure in column
X and the figure just above and to the
right in column XI, rounding out the
values to the nearest foot.
The adjusted readings (column XII)
are obtained by adding, algebraically,
16

XIV) are determined by algebraic addition of the adjusted readings (column
XII) and their respective CB values
(column XIII).
SURVEY TECHNIQUE FOR SPARSELY
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL LEVELS
This technique is employed when few

or no bench marks are located near the
microwave path.
Equipment Required
1. Two Precision Surveying Altimeters, American Paulin System, Micro
Series, each complete with thermometer,
magnifier, and field book.
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2. Two wrist or pocket chronometers,
one 100-foot steel tape, one pair of field
glasses, and one pocket transit combining the features of a sighting compass,
hand level, and clinometer.
3. Topographic map data of area to
be surveyed, such as U.S.G.S. quadrangle maps, U.S. Engineers and Air
Force maps published by the Army Map
Service, U.S.C. & G.S. control-level-line
listings and index maps, CAA Sectional
Aeronautical Charts, county general
highway maps, U.S. Forestry Service
maps, up-to-date road maps, and pertinent strip and profile maps when available from such customers as railroads,
and oil and power companies. In the
accomplishment of foreign surveys,
equivalent map coverage should be obtained whenever possible.
Personnel Required
Two men, adequately trained and
experienced in altimeter surveying,
equipped with means of transportation
for expedient movement along the microwave path.
Planning the Survey Itinerary
1. Making use of the topographic
maps, lay out arectangle which encloses
the area for 1/4 mile on each side of the
microwave path, divide this rectangle
into a series of five-mile segments, lay
out the 1
/ -mile tower site circles, and
2
locate any bench-marks which may exist
near the microwave path, as described in
Planning the Survey Itinerary, under
SURVEY TECHNIQUE FOR DENSELY DISTRIBUTED CONTROL LEVELS.
2. Making use of the topographic map
data, plan a preliminary route and
schedule by estimating times of arrival
at various places where readings are to
be taken, based upon satisfying the following conditions:
a. Each five-mile segment of path is

explored as a separate area by one man
(called the surveying observer), while
the other man (called the stationary observer) takes readings at five-minute intervals at apoint selected near the center
of each path segment, which is readily
accessible by road.
b. After the stationary observer has
reached his position at the selected
point, the surveying observer begins taking readings at a tower site or pathsegment junction. Readings are taken at
all practical alternate tower sites within
1/4 mile of each proposed tower site.
Readings are then taken at half-mile
intervals along the microwave path.
These intervals may be increased to one
mile or more if the terrain is relatively
flat, but must be reduced to 1/4 mile or
less when traversing steep slopes. Time
must be allowed for additional readings
in towns and heavily wooded areas, because it is more difficult to determine
the points of highest elevation when the
view of surrounding terrain is limited.
Also, additional time is needed for determining obstruction heights. Each
reading will usually require about three
minutes. The time required to travel the
distance between points where readings
are to be taken will depend upon road
accessibility and condition, and the type
of ground to be traversed by foot.
c. The surveying observer continues
taking readings along the microwave
path until the survey of a given path
segment is complete. The last reading is
taken at apoint near the junction of the
next path segment. When a bench mark
is located near a given path segment,
a reading is also taken at the mark.
When the surveying observer completes
his readings for a given path segment,
the stationary observer moves to the
point in the next path segment, and
again takes readings at five-minute intervals. The surveying observer begins
the survey of this next path segment by
taking a reading at the same point
19

where the last reading was taken for the
preceding path segment. It is absolutely
necessary to take two readings at a
common point near the junction of two
path segments, when bench-mark readings are not included in both segments,
to determine the variation in barometric
pressure during the time that the stationary observer is changing positions.
One reading is taken when the stationary observer is at his position in agiven
path segment, and the second reading is
taken when the stationary observer is at
his position in the adjacent path segment. The above procedure is repeated
until the opposite tower site is reached.
The survey itinerary is planned so that
stops for lunch and at the end of the
work day are made between surveys of
individual path segments.
Taking the Elevation Readings
1. Proper allowances are made to ascertain that the altimeters have equalized to the outdoor air temperature, as
described in Taking the Elevation Readings, under SURVEY TECHNIQUE
FOR DENSELY DISTRIBUTED CONTROL LEVELS.
2. Both altimeters are set át the selected stationary position, and each instrument is leveled by tilting until the
level indicator bubble is centered. Each
instrument is then balanced by rotating
the pointer knob until the balance indicator, its image in the mirror, and the
balance mark are exactly in line. The
magnifier aids in making this adjustment. The altimeters are calibrated by
holding the pointer knob of one instrument stationary at the balance point and
adjusting the reset control to indicate
the same altitude as that indicated by
the other instrument. The magnifier is
used to recheck instrument balance and
to note the reading of the pointer on
the scale. It is not necessary that the
readings of the two altimeters agree exactly, since a correction will automatically be applied later to eliminate the
20

discrepancy. The reset controls on the
altimeters are not disturbed after they
have been set at the beginning of the
survey for a given hop.
3. The stationary observer remains at
his position, noting and recording the
time of day, air temperature, and altimeter reading every five minutes until
notified by the surveying observer that
the survey of the path segment is complete. A sample record of readings
taken by a stationary observer is shown
in figure 14. The surveying observer
takes his first set of readings at the stationary position and proceeds to survey
the path segment as described in Taking
the Elevation Readings, under SURVEY
TECHNIQUE FOR DENSELY DISTRIBUTED CONTROL LEVELS. The
surveying observer makes certain to include areading at apoint near the path
junction where areading was also taken
for the preceding path segment. A sample record of readings taken by a surveying observer is shown in figure 15.
When the survey of a given path segment is complete, the surveying observer
notifies the stationary observer. The stationary observer then takes up his position in the next path segment, and the
survey is continued until the opposite
tower site is reached.
Correcting the Elevation Readings
The elevation readings are subject to
errors caused by temperature and barometric changes as discussed in Correcting the Elevation Readings, under SURVEY TECHNIQUE FOR DENSELY
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL LEVELS.
The corrections for these errors are calculated and made on a suitable chart,
as shown in figure 16. The computations
shown in figure 16 are based on the
data listed in figures 14 and 15.
The figures listed in columns I, III,
IV and V of figure 15 are transcribed
directly into columns IV through VII of
figure 16. For each time listed in col-
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Sample Record of Stationary Observer

V of figure 16, the corresponding
altimeter reading and temperature are
interiSolated from the data listed in figure 14, and tabulated in columns II and
III of figure 16. Column Iof figure 16
indicates the location of the stationary
observer by the applicable location number described in the surveying observer's record (figure 15).
uMn

In figure 16, for each set of altimeter

readings, the difference in readings
(column VIII) is established by algebraically subtracting the reading of the
stationary observer (column II) from
the reading of the surveying observer
(column VI). The sum of the temperatures (column III plus column VII) are
listed in column IX. The percent adjustment is computed by the formula,
% adjustment -=-(T 1 ± T2 — 100) .102
21
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where, T1 is the air temperature at a
given survey location in °F., and T2 is
the air temperature at the stationary position at the same time. The percent adjustment, with the proper polarity sign
prefixed, is listed in column X. The
actual temperature adjustment in feet
(column XI) is obtained by algebraic
multiplication of the percent adjustment
(column X) by the difference in read22

Hour

ings (column VIII). The adjusted elevation differences (column XII) are
obtained by algebraic addition of the
column VIII and column XI figures.
If the series of readings for a given
hop includes a reading at a benchmark, the actual elevations of all points
on the path may be determined. Determine the calibration figure by algebra-
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Sample Computations From Two-Instrument Data

ically subtracting the adjusted elevation
difference for the bench-mark location
from the actual elevation of the bench
mark. This calibration figure is tabulated in column XIII for each location
of the path segment in which the benchmark reading occurs. The actual elevations (column XIV) for all points in
this path segment are then determined
by adding the column XII and column
XIII figures. The actual elevation of the
common point in each of the adjacent
path segments is transcribed into its
proper space in column XIV. The calibration figure is then computed by algebraically subtracting the column XII
figure from the column XIV figure for
the common point location in each adjacent path segment. The actual elevations
for the adjacent path segments are then
determined as before. This procedure is
repeated in both directions, to establish
the acutal elevations of all points for the
hop. In the event that the series of readings for a given path segment does not

include a reading at a bench mark, the
surveying of the microwave system is
continued with subsequent hops until a
bench mark is obtained. Then, the actual
elevations of all points in the system
are determined by the same procedure
described above.
CONCLUSIONS
In addition to the two techniques
described above, there are several other
procedures that may be employed to
survey microwave systems. These alternate techniques, however, are limited in
practical application to special situations.
For example, asingle instrument may
be used to survey amicrowave hop with
few bench marks located nearby by substituting multiple readings at a number
of locations for bench-mark readings.
By comparing two or more altimeter
readings taken at the same point, but
23

at different times, the increment of barometric change taking place between the
successive readings can be established.
However, to make use of this information in establishing the barometric correction curve requires that anumber of
trial positions be attempted with a pair
of dividers for each increment involved.
This method is considered too tedious
for accurate and expedient field work. It
is practical only when aman performing
asingle-instrument survey of amultiplehop system finds that the required density of distribution of vertical control
levels exists all along the system with
the exception of one or two path
segments.

fied and applied to a hop where the
bench marks are sparsely distributed,
but since a great deal of time is lost in
traveling back and forth between bench
marks, the two-instrument procedure
will usually prove to be more economical. Of course, the two-instrument procedure is used when no vertical control
levels are available on asystem, to provide relative elevation data, which is
adequate to establish tower heights.

When available, the Altimetry Manual, published by the instrument manufacturer, is used to determine temperature adjustments, since it saves time and
possible arithmetical errors in using the
formula. The manual Contains a series
Another case where a single instru- of charts with average air temperatures
ment may be used to survey a micro- tabulated against various differences of
wave hop is when the hop is very short readings in feet. The temperatures ap(less than 10 miles). Under these condi- pear in two-degree intervals, and the
tions, it is possible to survey the hop differences in readings in 20-foot interwithout the aid of vertical control levels, vals. Actual temperature adjustments
provided that a rapid means of trans- may be read directly from the chart,
portation along the path is available. and interpolated when required. Proper
The surveyor takes the first reading at a precautions must be taken, however, to
point near the center of the hop, and prefix the correct polarity sign to the
proceeds to survey the path, but must values used in the charts.
return to the same point at least every
When preparing survey report forms,
45 minutes to establish arelative barothe actual elevation values are considmetric correction curve. The resultant
ered to be those of the ground itself,
elevation data are not absolute elevaunless otherwise specified. The heights
tions above sea level, but elevations relof obstructions (buildings, trees, or
ative to the one location, which is adeother structures) are either noted in the
quate to establish tower heights.
"Description of Location" space, or,
The above procedure may be modi- preferably, described on separate forms.
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ELECTRIC COMPUTERS

PART V

MEMORY SYSTEMS
by Warren M. Kitter
Technical Publications Department

The fifth in a series of articles on
the subject of electronic computers.

INTHE PRECEDING article of this series,

astatic memory circuit was discussed in
which each binary digit was stored as a
change of state in the condition of a
flip-flop circuit. However, with this system a considerable number of tubes is
required in order to store a large number represented by binary digits, and
the system is therefore not practicable
for use where numerical information is
to be stored for relatively long periods
of time.
Recording mediums such as records,
tapes, and punched cards are capable of
storing information for indefinite periods, and such mediums are used to
store final computer results which may
be required from time to time. But, because the information thus stored cannot be made available with any appreciable rapidity, these devices are not
suitable for use where instantaneous access to information during high-speed
computer operations is required. The
type of storage employed during the
computational operations must be such
that information can be made available
in afraction of amicrosecond for transfer to the main computer, where subsequent operations will be performed.
The required characteristics point to the
need for a dynamic type of memory
system.
DYNAMIC MEMORY SYSTEMS
In a dynamic memory system, rapid
access to all information is achieved by
having the pulses which represent the
stored information in continuous mo-

tion, or by having the information
stored in the form of discrete units of
electricity or magnetism which are continuously and rapidly scanned. Two
types of dynamic memory systems in
current use will be discussed in this
article: one type employs a sonic delay
line, and the othe employs a magnetic
drum.
Sonic Delay-Line Type
In the sonic delay-line memory device
an electrical impulse traveling at acomparatively high propagation velocity is
converted into asonic impulse having a
much lower propagation velocity. For
this discussion assume that the time interval required for an impulse to travel
between two points in a delay line is
1second. If the impulses are applied 0.1
second apart, 10 binary digits can be
accommodated within the delay line simultaneously, with an impulse representing binary 1, and agap (absence of
an impulse during a 0.1-second interval) representing binary zero.
The most common type of sonic delay line consists of acolumn of mercury
which is in physical contact with one
face of a quartz crystal at each end. In
this type of delay line, illustrated in figure 1, an electrical impulse applied
across the first crystal causes the crystal
to vibrate physically, and, since the
mercury is in contact with the crystal,
these vibrations are transmitted to the
other end of the column. At the other
end, the vibrations are impressed upon
the other quartz crystal, and, as aresult,
25
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the electrical impulse is reproduced
across this crystal. The length of the
mercury column determines the amount
of delay that will take place.

They must, therefore, be restored in
amplitude and shape, or recirculation
through the delay line will cause them
to be lost completely after a short time.
The output of the delay line is applied
The memory function of a sonic deto an amplifier and then to the AND (2)
lay line is developed by causing the
circuit.
The AND (2) circuit, like the
impulses to recirculate through the line.
AND (1) circuit, also has applied to it
After the impulses arrive at the second
pulses from the master oscillator. When
crystal, they are fed back to the input
coincidence
occurs between the two incrystal, through the recirculation cirputs,
the
AND
(2) circuit gates through
cuit. (See figure 1.) The process is conpulses to the NOT circuit. The pulses
tinuous as long as power is applied to
the circuit, and the memory impulses which are gated through are not those
from the amplifier, but those from the
are available at any time for gating into
master-oscillator circuit. The reason for
other computer circuits, as required.
this is that the master-oscillator circuit
The operation of the mercury delayprovides pulses which are undistorted.
line memory system shown in figure 2 In effect, then, the amplifier output is
is as follows:
required only to gate the AND (2) circuit.
The output of the AND (2) circuit
The information that is to be stored
is
applied
to the NOT circuit and, when
is amilied to the AND (1) circuit, topermitted, passes on to the input of the
gether with pulses from the computer's
delay-line driver, after which the procmaster-oscillator circuit. (The AND and
ess is repeated. In this manner, inforNOT circuits mentioned in this discusmation once applied to the memory
sion were explained in the January,
circuit circulates continuously until the
1953, issue of the BULLETIN.) When
memory circuit is cleared.
coincidence exists between these two inputs, the AND (1) circuit gates pulses
To "read out" the stored information,
through to the delay-line driver circuit.
it is only necessary to continuously
This stage amplifies the pulses and appulse the AND (3) circuit, thus gating
plies them to the input crystal trans- through the pulses from the AND (2)
ducer of the mercury delay line. The
circuit. When the stored information is
pulses obtained from the output crystal
no longer needed, the circulation of the
transducer are reduced in amplitude
pulses through the NOT circuit is
and distorted in shape because of the
blocked, so as to clear the memory
action of the delay line upon them. circuit.
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If the "read out" information is to be
valid, the pulse-chain output of the
AND (3) circuit must occur in the same
sequence that it entered the memory
"tank"; therefore, the "read out"
pulses applied to the AND (3) circuit
are synchronized to occur at the exact
moment when the lead pulse of the circulating pulse train arrives at the output
of the AND (2) circuit.
One difficulty encountered in the
sonic type of memory circuit results
from the fact that the velocity of sonic
waves in any medium varies with the
temperature of that medium. Thus, if
there is any variation in the temperature of the mercury column the velocity
of the pulses will vary, and synchronization between the input to the delay
line and the output to the computer will
be impossible to maintain. Therefore,
the temperature of the mercury column
is very accurately controlled by heating
coils which are acted upon by extremely
sensitive thermal control circuits, or alternatively, the computer is synchronized by sync pulses circulated through
the memory system.
The velocity of sound in mercury is
approximately 5.7 x 104 inches per second. Therefore, if a 20-inch mercury
column is used, it will take approxi20
or 350 microseconds
mately
5.7 x104
for an impulse to reach the end of the
column. If the pulse rate of the computer is 1 microsecond, 350 binary
digits can be stored in a 20-inch mercury column. In order to increase the
storage capacity, either the column
must be lengthened or the pulse rate of
the computer must be increased. Modern computers can easily operate at
four times the pulse rate given above,
and thus they can store four times this
number of digits in a 20-inch column.
As the length of the column is increased, it becomes increasingly difficult
to stabilize the temperature of the mer28

cury, and, in addition, the time required
to obtain the stored information becomes greater, thus slowing down the
calculating speed of the computer. A
mercury delay line, therefore, is suitable
for only a few thousand binary digits
at most; however, mercury columns
may be used in parallel, to increase this
number. The main disadvantage of the
sonic type of memory circuit is that if
the input power is removed or varied
momentarily, the digits stored in the
tank will either be "forgotten" or relidered invalid.
Magnetic-Drum Type

The magnetic-drum type of memory
system will not forget even if the primary power is turned off for long intervals. In this type of memory system, a
cylindrical drum coated with amagnetic
substance is rotated at a comparatively
high speed, so that the surface of the
magnetic material moves past a given
point at a rate of over 100 inches per
second. Spaced along the surface of the
drum are magnetic recording heads,
called "read in" heads, arranged so that
they provide parallel channels through'out the length of the drum. As the drum
rotates past the heads, magnetized spots
representing the information to be
stored are produced by the pulses ap•plied to the heads. The absence of a
magnetized spot indicates binary 0.
•With modern techniques it is possible,
by using parallel heads, to have over
400 magnetized spots, or binary digits,
per square inch of drum surface. If the
drum has an area of 250 square inches, ,
over 100,000 binary digits may be
stored.
A series of "read out" magnetic heads
scan the parallel channels so that the
access time for any particular digit is
never greater than the time of one
revolution of the drum. The "read in"
and "read out" circuits are much the
same as those used in the mercury
memory system, except that a number

of channels are used, and each is capable of storing aseparate train of binarydigit information.
There are many other types of memory systems besides the two discussed
in this article. Their use in computer
equipments greatly increases the scope
of the operations that can be performed,

because, in addition to their ability to
maintain in a state of continuous and
instantaneous availability various portions of a solution, they store information on numerical methods or routines
which, when followed by the computer,
facilitate the solution of large classes
of problems.

Solution to
Last Month's "What's Your Answer?"

The black box described in the problem contained a
hybrid junction with matched loads on the E and H arms.
Therefore, any power inserted into one opening would
divide equally', between the E and H arms with practically
no transmission to the other open end. Since the system
can be broad banded, no pronounced resonance effects
would be noted. (An ordinary radar duplexer system
could produce the required conditions, but only at one
frequency.)
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THE NBS MICROWAVE FREQUENCY
STANDARD
I
NAN EFFORT

to keep pace with the
growing utilization of an ever-expanding
radio-frequency spectrum, the National
Bureau of Standards maintains a program of research and development
aimed to make available, to science and
industry, accurate standards of frequency measurement. Research in microwave principles and techniques and the
development of microwave frequency
standards are the responsibility of the
NBS Microwave Frequency Standards
group, under the direction of Dr. Harold
Lyons and L. J. Rueger. The laboratory
used by this group is equipped to operate between 300 and 40,000 mc. with
completely standardized equipment*,
and up to 75,000 mc. with instruments
currently in the final stages of development. In addition to its broad research
and development program, the group
also calibrates the secondary microwave
frequency standards used in science and
industry. (See the note at the end of
this article.)
The vast spectrum of radio frequencies above 300 mc. is presently employed
in such military applications as radar,
navigation systems, blind bombing, and
guided missiles. Research in microwaves
has been responsible for better FM and
television relay systems presently in operation and under construction. It is
equally important to medicine and to
those industries utilizing electronic
equipment, as in dielectric heating for
case-hardening of metals, rubber curing,
plastic molding, food processing, textile
fabrication, and radio-frequency therapy. Extended use of the millimeter
bands (above 30,000 mc.) is important
to work in microwave spectroscopy and
microwave optics, and in applications
"Microwave Measurements Standards,"
NBS Tech. News Bulletin, 32, 12 (Dec.
1948).
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requiring sharp microwave beams of
high resolution, such as short-range
target-seeking equipment for rockets and
guided missiles. However, to fully exploit the far reaches of the microwave
region it is necessary to have national
standards and measurement methods
which provide the necessary tools for
the design, development, and production engineering of practical electronic
equipment, as well as for basic research.
The microwave frequencies used by
the National Bureau of Standards for
calibration are derived directly from
one of the stable 100-kc. oscillators
maintained by the Bureau for time and
frequency standards. The frequency of
the driving oscillator is determined to
better than 1 part in 10° by reference
to the other NBS standard oscillators
and to astronomical observations made
by the Naval Observatory. The standard
oscillators also control the operating frequencies of the NBS radio broadcasting
station WWV (Beltsville, Md.). Since
the 100-kc. signal must be multiplied up
to thousands of megacycles, some difficulties arise because of noise and other
small effects which tend to create a
phase modulation in the frequencymultiplier chain. In all, the frequency
and phase modulation produced is less
than 1part in
at 300 mc., less than
1 part in 107 at 24,000 mc., and less
than 1 part in 10° at 54,000 mc. The
increase in bandwidth at the highest frequency arises primarily as a result of
the low signal strength of the generating
equipment at these levels. In special setups, bandwidths of less than one part
in 10'° have been achieved. By comparison, resonant cavities and other secondary frequency standards are rarely
dependable to better than 1part in 104;
some cavities have been constructed that

108

will consistently function within 1part
10, but only if the temperature,
humidity, and pressure are carefully
controlled.

in

GENERATION OF STANDARD
MICROWAVE FREQUENCY SIGNALS
The 100-kc. standard signals, from
which the microwave frequencies are

multiplied, are developed in aMeacham
bridge oscillator circuit and acarefully,
hand-tailored 100-kc. crystal. They have
ashort-time stability (10 minutes) of 1
part in 10 1°and along-time stability (1
week) of 1 part in 10 9.Two distinctly
separate multiplier chains are employed
in the NBS microwave frequency standard: one a fixed-frequency system, and
the other an adjustable-frequency sys-
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Figure 1.
The microwave adjustable-frequency standard with which the National
Bureau of Standards calibrates secondary frequency standards for Government
agencies and defense activities, as well as science and industry. The four-rack
system includes frequency multipliers, adjustable-frequency oscillators, and the
necessary metering and monitoring equipment. The adjustable-frequency standard
occupies the two center racks. Two transmission-type tvavemeters are shown mounted
for a calibration; the meter to the left has been sent to the Bureau to be calibrated
against the standard. Variations in output with change in meter setting are monitored on the visual analyzer mounted in the first rack. The system of panel jacks
permits the mixing of many standard frequencies. The pair of dolly-mounted racks
to the right contain the electronic components of the Model II ammonia clock.
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Block diagram of the microwave adjustable-frequency standard main-

tained by the National Bureau of Standards. The diagram shows the 100-kc. reference signal entering a distribution amplifier, from which it goes to the frequency
multipliers, mixers, converters, and output terminals. A wide range of frequencies
is derived from this standard by combining a fixed multipler of the 100-kc. source
with the signal from a precision adjustable oscillator. Complete coverage begins at
300 mc. and extends up to 25,000 mc.

tern. (See figures 1 and 3.) In both
systems, unwanted sidebands or harmonics are suppressed 60 db at each
stage of the chain. Conventional gridcontrolled vacuum tubes multiply the
frequencies up to several hundred megacycles, while fixed-frequency klystron
multipliers yield .frequencies up to
25,000 mc. Frequencies above this range
are obtained from crystal rectifiers employed as harmonic generators, the
working frequencies of which are selected by a transmission cavity filter.
The NBS fixed-frequency system has
higher outputs than the variable system,
but is not as versatile. Frequency-mixing
is accomplished at the end of the chain
(high-frequency mixing), the outputs
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of which permit acoverage of the spectrum at very closely spaced intervals.
The strongest signals are obtained from
the following mixing combinations:
10-mc, intervals through 5000 mc.;
50-mc. intervals through 25,000 mc.;
and 250-mc, intervals through 40,000
mc. Errors in transcribing and plotting
data are minimized because the signals
occur at evenly spaced round numbers.
Power outputs are: at the 10 and 50-mc.
outputs, 5 watts; at the 250 and 3000.
mc. outputs, 1 watt; and at the 9000mc. output, 20 milliwatts. Power stability and long life are achieved in the
klystron amplifiers and multipliers by
immersing them in a temperature-controlled oil bath, and operating them well
below their maximum ratings.
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Figure 3.

Calibrating a frequency meter with the NBS microwave

fixed-frequency standard. The rack to the far right contains the local
oscillator and associated power supplies; the rack to the left of the
first contains the fixed standard. The r-f components on the bench
include (in a clockwise direction): directional coupler, matching section, and coaxial-to-waveguide transformer; variable attenuator; the
frequency

meter

to

be calibrated

(similar to those in the shelves

above); another attenuator; buffer; tunable transmission filter; another buffer and matching section; crystal harmonic generator; connector for the standard; and mixer (black box and cylinder) for mixing
the standard signals. The output of the system (an intermediate frequency) is fed to the spectrum analyzer at the far left. The accompanying block diagram shows the relative positions of the r-f components
used in the calibration.
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Block diagram of the NBS microwave fixed-frequency stand-

ard. The 100-kc. reference source is multiplied in evenly spaced intervals. Strongest signals are obtained at 10-mc, steps through 5000 mc.;
50-mc. steps through 25,000 mc., and 250-mc, steps through 40,000
mc. Conventional vacuum tubes are used for frequencies up to 250 mc.,
and klystron amplifiers and multipliers provide the higher frequencies.
The klystrons are immersed in a temperature-controlled oil bath to
stabilize their power output.

Signals are generated in the adjustable-frequency standard by combining
a fixed multiple of the 100-kc. source
with the signal from a precision oscillator that is continuously adjustable between 2 and 3 mc. The combination
frequency passes through tunable multipliers with a range of 10 percent. The
adjustable range may be expanded to
100 percent by using the 10th harmonic
of any output from the multiplier chain.
The radio-frequency power available to
the harmonic generators is at least 2
watts at each output of the multiplier
chain. Excellent efficiency in the generator and the detector systems permits
the use of harmonics as high as the 30th
for calibration purposes, and extends the
range of the standard through 25,000
mc. Frequency-mixing is accomplished
near the beginning (low-frequency mixing) of the multiplier chain, which has
the advantage of wide separation between adjacent harmonics. A major disadvantage of the system lies in the fact
84

that the very-low-difference intermodulation frequencies are multiplied in the
chain together with the desired signal,
and, therefore, create unwanted sidebands.
When relatively high standard-frequency power (about one milliwatt) is
required, a frequency-transfer process
can be used with the normal loss of overall precision. Here, CW klystron oscillators are synchronized to a standard
oscillator, and frequency-modulation of
the oscillators is minimized by using
battery power and by stabilizing the
klystron temperature in a temperaturecontrolled oil bath.
In those locations that are isolated
from direct connection to the NBS
standard oscillators, calibration of secondary frequency standards is possible
by using one of the standard frequencies
broadcast by radio station WWV (2.5,
5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mc.) as a reference for synchronizing harmonics of an

é
Figure 5.

Temperature-controlled oil bath for the klystron multipliers and ampli-

fiers used in the NBS microwave fixed-frequency standard. The klystrons are completely immersed in the oil, which is kept gently agitated by a stirring motor. A
sensitive control maintains the bath temperature to -± 0.01° C. The outputs of the
klystrons are fed into the calibrating system through matching sections of waveguide (left).

auxiliary 100-kc. oscillator. Precisions
normal operating conditions. For inof about 1 part in 10 7 are attainable if
stance, if the meter has abuilt-in detecreception is limited to sky-wave propator and indicator, sufficient power is
gation, or 1 part in 10 8 if groundwave
used to operate the complete indicating
reception is possible. The National
system. Or, if the meter can be employed
Bureau of Standards' ammonia clock*
either as a transmission or a reaction
has been used as areference for absolute
device, the calibiation includes both
calibration to 1 part in 10 7,and to a methods, and checks are made for any
relative frequency constancy of 2 parts
existing discrepancies between the two.
in 10 8.
The ambient room temperature of the
calibration laboratory is maintained at
CALIBRATION OF SECONDARY
23° -± 2° C, and the relative humidity
STANDARDS
at 50 percent IL 2 percent. Meters are
permitted to reach equilibrium with the
Frequency meters sent to the Bureau
room conditions before a calibration is
are calibrated, when possible, under
made.
°"The Atomic Clock," NBS
Bulletin, 33, 2 (Feb. 1949).
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The frequency meter to be calibrated
is set to resonance at each calibration
frequency at least 10 times. The divergence or spread of the readings at a
given frequency is then a measure of
the backlash or other mechanical defects
of the drive and indicating mechanism.
This spread is included in the calibration report as the tolerance to which the
readings are reproducible.

Figure 6.
Crystal mixer for combining frequencies generated by the
NBS
microwave
fixed-frequency
standard. By means of resonant circuits in series, three standard signals-50, 250, and 3000 mc.—are
applied simultaneously to the crystal converter. By extending these
methods, additional frequencies may
be added. The small box contains
tuned circuits for the 50-mc. and
250-mc. signals. The cylinder is a
cavity tuned to 3000 mc.

standard frequencies are applied to a
crystal diode mixer, anon-linear device
that generates all of the sum and difference combinations of the signal present.
The desired signal is selected and all
others are rejected by a tunable transmission filter, which has been previously
calibrated. The output of a frequencymodulated local oscillator is admitted to
the converter crystal through a directional coupler, where it is mixed with
the standard signal.
The intermediate frequency from the
converter is fed to aspectrum analyzer,
and the matching sections are adjusted
for maximum signal strength. Attenuators placed on either side of the meter
to be calibrated are set to 10 db each,
which effectively isolates the calibrating
equipment and prevents reactive "pulling" of the meter.
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Although not included in a normal
calibration, it is possible to measure the
cavity temperature coefficient of frequency, near room temperature, and the
approximate "Q" of the cavity. The
temperature coefficient is determined by
observing the shift of resonant frequency
at a fixed setting of the meter while the
temperature is changed. Changes in cavity are monitored by a thermocouple
junction attached to the meter. The Q
of the cavity is determined by observing
the half-power points on the response
curve of the cavity for asignal which is
frequency-modulated through the resonance frequency.
DETECTION OF MICROWAVE
SIGNALS
The power of the harmonics used as
standard-frequency signals is often as
low as 1 microwatt; therefore, direct
detection by means of a crystal diode
and a sensitive current meter is usually
impracticable. In addition, the useful
power at the detector is further reduced
by anominal insertion loss of 10 db for
the transmission filter, and 10 db each
for the padding attenuators. The power
available at the detector is then about
0.001 microwatt. Therefore, when afrequency meter with abuilt-in crystal detector is to be calibrated, ahigher-power
CW oscillator is used, and is adjusted to
the frequency of the standard signal.
Amplification of the beat note between
the standard signal and asmall portion
of the oscillator output is sufficiently
high to permit the adjustment of the
oscillator to the same frequency as the

standard-frequency signal. The accompanying precision is decreased approximately one order of magnitude. The
remainder of the oscillator power is
sufficient to permit the crystal current
from the detector to be monitored with
a microammeter.
When the type of calibration is such
that the standard-frequency signal can
be passed through the meter to be calibrated, a sensitive receiver is used to
detect the signal. In the frequency range
from 300 to 750 mc., a double-superheterodyne panoramic receiver is employed; above 750 mc., asensitive spectrum analyzer detects the signal.

Direct-reading local oscillators of the
external-cavity reflex-klystron type generate the signals from 750 to 11,000 mc.
Above 11,000 mc. internal-cavity reflex
kystrons, mounted directly on the waveguide connecting the meter to the standard, provide local-oscillator power. Since
the power of the local oscillator is much
greater than that of the standard signal,
the height of the pulse displayed is directly proportional to the power of the
standard signal. The frequency meter
being calibrated is tuned to resonance
by observing the relative pulse height on
the cathode-ray tube of the analyzer.
Voltage gains of 160 db are possible

4e110

4

Figure 7.

11"4

Harmonic generators used in the NBS microwave frequency standard

to provide frequencies from 300 to 75,000 mc. The generators are arranged according to increasing frequency, the column on the left ranging from 300 mc. (top) to
10,000 mc. (bottom). The mounts on the right (top to bottom) start at about
10,000 and increase to 75,000 inc. Some of the harmonic generators are modified
crystal detectors used in the reverse direction. The shorting capacitances are removed; the signals are inserted into the low-frequency side of the generator, and
the harmonics are recovered from

the high-frequency side.

The smallest unit

(right column, second from bottom) generates signals as high as 75,000 mc. The
unit below it is a frequency doubler capable of doubling frequencies in the range
of 26,000-40,000 inc.
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with the spectrum analyzer, which can
then detect microwave signals as low as
0.1 micromicrowatt.
DEVELOPMENTAL COMPONENTS
AND TECHNIQUES
An important phase of the development work in progress in the NBS
Microwave Frequency Standards laboratory is aimed to improve the calibration
techniques at frequencies above 40,000
mc. Many of the components can be
scaled down from the designs employed
in lower-frequency equipment, but the
harmonic generators and crystal detectors normally used at the lower . frequencies are about as small as manufacturing techniques will permit. Thus
some other technique must be utilized
in order to develop similar equipment
for the higher microwaves. The engineering effort at the Bureau is concentrated on three major research projects
for frequencies about 40,000 mc.: (1)
crystal harmonic generators; (2) crystal
detector (mixer crystals in which the
local-oscillator power is adequate) and
crystal video detectors in which the
local-oscillator power is less than 1milliwatt; and (3) reliable secondary frequency standards.
A technique is now under investigation for mixing an interpolation-oscillator signal with the outputs of the
fixed microwave frequency standard, to
improve the continuous frequency coverage. Amplitude modulation of astandard-frequency signal in a magnetic attenuat or offers certain possibilities.
Since only small power levels are available at frequencies above 40,000 mc., it
is necessary that a passive secondary
standard of frequency require very little
power. A waveguide-contained interferometer design currently under consider-
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ation shows promise as a reliable secondary standard of frequency.
The future program of the NBS
Microwave Frequency Standards laboratory includes expansion of the calibration facilities to permit the extension of
the present 300-mc. to 75,000-mc. range
upward to 100,000 mc. and higher. Attempts are being made to simplify highprecision frequency measurements by
providing higher power in the standard
signals at the microwave frequencies.
Clocks using ammonia and oxygen, and
employing gas-absorption techniques,
are under development; they promise
accuracies equal to or better than those
obtained by astronomical methods. Recent research has indicated that the
ammonia clock as a standard is several
orders of magnitude better than current
secondary standards, and approximately
equal to the precision of long-distance
radio links to the standard signals of
station WWV. Even greater absolute
accuracies are possible from a standard
based on atomic-beam techniques, as in
the NBS cesium clock.
For additional details see, "The Microwave Frequency Standard," by L. J.
Rueger and A. E. Wilson, Radio and
Television News, 49, 3 (March 1953).
For details on atomic standards see "Spectral Lines as Frequency Standards," by
Harold Lyons, Annals N. Y. Acad.
Sciences, 55, 831 (Nov. 1952).
NOTE: The fee schedule for NBS calibration of microwave frequency equipment is as follows: $33.00 to $42.00
for the first frequency calibration
point and $5.00 to $8.00 for each
additional frequency calibration
point, depending on the type of
secondary standard. More complete
information may be obtained from
NBS Circular 483, for sale by the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. (price 25e).

AN ELECTRIC GUN CHARGER TESTER
An easily constructed test unit that will rapidly test the
electrical portions of 20-mm. guns.
by Ray A. Martin
Philco Field Engineer

W

HENEVER awing changes to anewer
type aircraft, the maintenance technician
is presented with many equipments of
new design to service and maintain. For
the servicing of most of this equipment
the technician can readily adapt standard test equipment and procedures.
However, there are usually afew equipments of unique design for which the
technician must develop special test
equipment, for use in the interim before
the necessary test instruments become
available through regular supply channels. This was the case with the 20-mm.
electric gun chargers when they were
first introduced. A satisfactory means
of testing them had to be devised.

As first conceived, the tester to be
developed was to incorporate only those
features necessary for testing the electric
charger portion of the gun. Hence, it
was given the name, "Electric Gun
Charger Tester," by which it is still
known. A thorough study of the gun,
however, revealed the need for additional features that would permit the
tester to be used for checking all of the
electrical circuits of the gun.
The tester that was built is shown in
schematic form in figure 1. With the aid
of this tester, the technician can check
all of the following on the test bench:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Charging
Hold back
Firing circuit
Rounds counter
Feeder
Feeder heater
Gun heater
Feeder winder (if used)

In addition, the tester is sufficiently
versatile to permit its use with guns employing any one of three different types
of electric gun chargers: Rhodes Lewis,
Johnson Fairbox, and General Electric.
At the time the schematic was drawn no
provision had been made for the testing
of General Electric rounds counters. The
addition of this feature to the tester is
simple, however, and will be discussed
in the latter portion of this article.
A description of the procedures for
the use of the tester is given below.
Since the Rhodes Lewis and Johnson
Fairbox chargers are identical, the same
procedure is applicable to guns employing either type of charger. Guns with
General Electric chargers are tested in
the same manner except for the charger
and the rounds counter. A separate procedure is given for testing those components.
RHODES LEWIS OR JOHNSON
FAIRBOX CHARGER
After the completely assembled 20-mm.
weapon is placed on the test bench, the
first step is to connect the ground clip
and turn on the power. (When a group
of 20-mm. weapons is to be checked, the
POWER switch is left ON continuously.)
With power applied to the tester and all
other switches in the OFF position, make
the following connections to the weapon:
Connect the power and control plug to
the cannon plug on the charger. At this
point, determine whether the weapon is
a right- or left-hand gun, and connect
the corresponding firing lead from the
firing control box to the firing plug.
Also, connect the feeder and gun-heater
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Diagram of Electric Gun Charger Tester
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GUN HEATER

leads to their respective plugs. If the
weapon has a feeder winder, connect
this to the cannon plug.

OFF, the bolt should release and go forward. The same procedure is repeated
for the CHARGE-HOLD BACK switch
on the charger. When the weapon is
With the weapon completely conbeing charged with the TRIGGER on
nected, place the R.H.-L.H. switch in a
the tester, the 28-volt indicator lamp
position corresponding to the weapon.
connected to pin J should light each
Turn ON the HEATER switch and
time the bolt comes to the rear. This
FIRING CIRCUIT d-c switch. Then inindicates that the rounds counter circuit
sert amagic wand into the tube (barrel)
is operating. Lock the feeder into posiof the weapon until steady contact is
tion on the weapon, and then insert
made with the firing pin. A magic wand
dummy rounds into the feeder. If the
is ametal tube with an insulated contact
weapon has afeeder winder, it will autoinserted in one end with awire extendmatically torque the feeder; otherwise,
ing through the center to one contact
the feeder must be torqued manually.
of a lamp (the lamp may be a 28-v.,
When the TRIGGER on the tester is
1-3-amp. incandescent lamp or a28-v.
operated, the dummy rounds should be
neon lamp). The other contact of the
fed into the chamber and then ejected.
lamp is connected to the tube (effectively Turn the FEEDER WINDER CHARGER
ground). The firing contact is aconicalswitch OFF and disconnect the weapon.
shaped piece of metal, which is springThis completes the check.
held through acircular hole. The wand
must be carefully inserted to the exact
GENERAL ELECTRIC CHARGER
position, so that the firing pin is pressed
out of the hole to a position where the
As was previously stated, the checkfiring pin makes contact with nothing
ing of a20-mm. weapon using the Genbut the center contact of the wand.
eral Electric charger is the same except
When the firing pin is in this position,
for the charger and the rounds counter.
the lamp should flicker. This indicates
To check the charger, connect the
that the firing circuit of the weapon is
power and control plug to the plug on
good. Turn the FIRING CIRCUIT d-c
the charger. Press the TRIGGER button
switch OFF and disconnect the firing
on the tester; the weapon should charge
lead. At intervals the heaters are touched
continuously. Simultaneously press the
with the hand to determine whether or
INTER LOCK switch on the tester and
not they are heating, then the HEATER
the HOLD BACK button on the charger
switch is turned OFF.
until the weapon starts to charge, then
Turn the FEEDER WINDER
release both switches. The bolt should
CHARGER switch ON. This energizes
stop and remain in afixed position. The
the Rhodes Lewis relay, thus applying
charging cycle should continue when the
208-volt, 3-phase, 400-cycle power to the
INTER LOCK switch only is pressed.
charger. The disposition of this power
The cycle can be stopped at any point
is then controlled by the HOLD BACKuntil the bolt reaches the rear.
TRIGGER switch on the tester and the
The rounds counter on the General
CHARGE-HOLD BACK switch on the
Electric charger has a separate cannon
charger. Operate the TRIGGER switch
plug and is merely aswitch to complete
(spring-loaded) on the tester. The weapa28-volt d-c circuit. As mentioned preon should charge continuously until the
viously, no provision is shown in the
TRIGGER is released. Turn the HOLD
schematic for testing the rounds counter.
BACK switch on the tester to ON. The
However, a 28-volt indicator lamp can
bolt should come to the rear and stop.
be installed for this purpose.
When the HOLD BACK switch is turned
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The optimum rating of the circuit
breakers has been found to be 5 amperes. In case of an overload, circuit
breakers with this rating will open before the 5-amp. slow-blow fuses in the
charger have time to blow out. This
saves fuses as well as a lot of trouble in
changing them.
The relays should have contacts designed to stand current surges up to 20
amps. None of the components should
be rated less than 5 amps.—a higher
rating is preferable.

The R.H.-L.H. switch is used to switch
two phases of a three-phase system to
the charger motors of Rhodes Lewis
chargers where the motor runs in opposite directions for right-hand and lefthand chargers. The motor on the General Electric charger runs in the same
direction at all times; therefore, the
R.H.-L.H. switch is set to the RIGHT
HAND position.
The firing control box is the same
type as that used in the aircraft for
firing the 20-mm. weapon. This item is
classified and will not be discussed here.

Radioactive Cleaning
The Geiger counter may soon become
standard equipment at dairies, assuring clean
and germ-free areas in which to process milk,
butter, and other dairy foods. This product of
the atomic age is being used at the New
Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station to
test the effectiveness of standard methods of
cleaning. The tests work like this: Radioactive
isotopes of phosphorus are mixed with known
bacteria. This mixture, in a solution, is then
applied to the area of the dairy to be cleaned.
After the area has been cleaned it is checked
carefully by the Geiger counter. If the counter
registers activity it means there are still some
radioactive bacteria left in the area, that the
cleaning method in use is a faulty one, and
that a more efficient cleaning method must
be developed.
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FIELD-STRENGTH INDICATOR
ATTACHMENT FOR TEST SET TS-352/U
A handy field-strength meter that can be constructed
with very little difficulty, using readily available
components.
by Robert E. Jones
Philco Field Engineer

A

FIELD-STRENGTH indicator is often
needed by personnel responsible for
maintaining vehicular and aircraft radio sets in tactical units. Such adevice
is invaluable for making transmitter and
antenna tuning adjustments, as well as
for routine trouble shooting. At the
present time, no field-strength indicating equipment is issued at battalion
level. However, with aminimum of materials it is possible to construct asimple device that, when used with Test Set
TS-352/U (or equivalent multimeter),
will give a relative indication of transmitter field strength.

The device to be described has been
used as a field-strength indicator in
making tests with radio transmitters
having power outputs ranging from 0.25
to 600 watts and frequency ranges from
1.8 to 150 megacycles. No tuning or
adjustment of the attachment is required. The device can be constructed
by personnel having a limited knowledge of radio maintenance. No modification of Test Set TS-352/U is necessary.

voltage is rectified by the crystal diode,
and a direct current flows through the
meter movement. The meter reading observed is roughly proportional to the
strength of the radiated field.
CONSTRUCTION

With the exception of the crystal
diode, most of the materials needed for
constructing the attachment can be found
in various sections of any tactical unit.
A 6-inch length of 114-inch phenolic
tubing makes the ideal combination coil
form and foundation unit. However,
many of these attachments have been
successfully constructed using lengths of
broom handle, and wooden or plastic
rods. The pickup antenna and connecting pins are lengths of 1/16 or 3/32.
inch brass welding rod. Any other similar material can be used for these parts.
One unit was built using coat-hanger
wire for this purpose. Insulated copper
wire size 16 to 26 may be used for wind.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The schematic diagram of the device
is shown in figure 1, the mechanical
construction is illustrated in figure 2,
and figure 3 is a sketch showing the
device connected to Test Set TS-352/U.
The presence of afield radiated from
a nearby radio transmitter causes a
voltage to be induced in the pickup antenna. The resulting current flow produces avoltage across inductor L. This

Figure 1.
Schematic Diagram of
Field Strength Meter
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over-all results. Any readily available
crystal diode having an average current
rating of over 10 milliamperes may be
used. A 1N34 is recommended from the
standpoint of economy, if it is necessary
to purchase the unit.

Figure 2.

Sketch of Field Strength
Attachment

ing the coil. The number of turns on the
coil is not critical, but at least 40 turns
should be wound on the form for best

Figure 3.
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Figure 2 gives the construction details. The holes through the foundation
unit should be slightly smaller than the
diameter of the material used for the
connecting pins and pickup antenna. The
pins and antenna are forced through
the holes, as indicated in figure 2, and
secured in place, by means of abead of
solder, at the points where they enter
and emerge from the foundation unit.
The coil is wound on the foundation
unit between the connecting pins. One
end of the coil is connected to the far

Sketch of Multimmer Showing Field Strength Attachment in Place

pin, and the other end is connected to
the pickup antenna. The crystal diode is
connected between the pickup antenna
and the pin nearest to it.
If the pins are too large to fit into the
COMMON and D.C. CURRENT jacks
on the multimeter, file the tips to the
proper shape and size.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Plug the attachment into the multimeter (Test Set TS-352/U or equivalent). Set the multimeter to 2.5-ma. d-c
range. Place the meter with attachment
near the antenna of aradio transmitter,
and key the transmitter. If the meter
reads down scale, remove and reverse
the attachment connection to the multimeter. If the meter deflection is slight,
switch to the 250-microampere scale. If
the meter reads full scale, either switch
the meter to ahigher scale or move the

meter and attachment back from the
transmitter antenna.
It has been found that the attachment
shows resonant characteristics at various
frequencies. For this reason the device
should not be relied upon for checking
relative power output over a range of
frequencies.
Increased output may be obtained at
frequencies above 25 megacycles, by
connecting a jumper wire between the
tip of the pickup antenna and the pin
farthest from it.
CAUTION: To prevent damage to the
meter through accidental exposure to
the radiation fields of high-powered
transmitting equipment, remove the
field-strength indicator attachment from
the multimeter immediately after the
field-strength measurements have been
completed.
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STORAGE CABINET FOR CHASSIS OF
MK-113/GSQ TRAINER KIT
The MK-113/GSQ Trainer Kit, as
supplied, provides no means for storage
and protection of the individual chassis,
other than leaving them mounted on the
rack. It is desirable to provide a better
means of storing and protecting the
chassis, and of issuing only those required to perform the experiment being
conducted.
The cabinet illustrated in the accompanying photograph and drawing provides a convenient means of protecting
the components and tubes from damage,
and it can be locked if desired. The
plans are for a cabinet, two of which
will provide adequate storage space for
the chassis from four MK-113/GSQ
Trainer Kits; however, the cabinet
depth may be changed to provide space
for more or fewer chassis, as required.
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The individual compartments of the
cabinet are numbered in accordance
with the Trainer Kit chassis numbers,
and aconvenient reference list containing the chassis name and number is attached to the inside of the cabinet door.
Note that some of the larger chassis,
such as the oscilloscope, occupy more
than one compartment in the vertical direction, and that some spare space is
provided to take care of additional
chassis that may be locally fabricated,
or for spare parts and tubes.
The depth of the cabinet illustrated
permits the storage of four standard.
width chassis of each type; thus four
double-width chassis require two compartments, both of which are labeled
with the same chassis number. To provide storage space for a different num-
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ber of chassis, the inside cabinet depth,
in inches, should be made equal to three
times the number of chassis of each
type, plus one inch for clearance.
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This storage cabinet has been in use
for several months in conjunction with
a training course, and has been found
to be satisfactory in every respect.
Lloyd M. Boutwell,
Philco Field Engineer
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Solution

May
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18
44

"Black Box" Problem
Solution

June
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36
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What's Your Answer?
Solution to the "Great Joule Robbery" Problem
"Power Transformer Winding" Problem
Solution
"A-F Voltage Amplifier Bias" Problem
Solution
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Solution
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Solution
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A NEW PHILCO TRAINING MANUAL
As we go to press, availability of the PHILCO TRAINing MANUAL—ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DIRECTORY
has been announced. We are confident that this manual
will prove to be a valuable aid to the electronics field
engineer, and that; it will take its place along with the
other Philco publications that have been so well received
in the field.
It is the purpose of the Philco Electronic Circuit Directory to provide astraight line between two points—from
the engineer's question to the directory's answer. The
circuit explanations are expressed in terms easily understood by the electronics field engineer, and are, for the
most part, short and to the point. With an eye toward
maximum flexibility in training, the directory has been
designed to dovetail into the Philco Standardized Training Program.
In this directory, circuits which are used in communications, radar, and other specialized fields are grouped
into sections by classification of their functions. Most of
the sections deal with circuit discussions, which include
applications, characteristics, and basic operation. However, special sections are also provided to supply general
circuit information, as well as typical combinations of
circuits found in electronic equipments. A cross-reference
index is included at the back of the directory as afurther
aid in locating aspecific circuit.
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